Comedian
Danny
Danny has over 30 years of experience in entertainment
and has been described as "Rude but not Crude"

"A name that guarantees excellence"
I am a comic and actor, I have appeared on numerous
television shows. Explore my site for full breakdown of
my crazy life which has included among an 'on stage"
heart attack', naked balloon dancing, dwarf throwing
championships and boxing. I have been a drummer in
various pop groups.

The Comedian Within…
Danny strolls up to the microphone with the casualness of walking into his house. He nods his head to acknowledge the
crowd and he utters, "You Gotta ain't ya". I am a green comedian, environmentally friendly, I recycle ever other buggers
gag's ... but only better", he tells the crowd in understated fashion.
“If you are easily offended, I suggest you leave right now because it ain't going to be your night” "The audience laughs
and responds immediately. Within seconds of his arrival on stage, he has captured the crowd and settled them into an
atmosphere of comfortableness. ..Danny has set the tone. For the rest of his spot, Danny rattles off joke after joke, one
liner after one liner for his attentive audience. Moving from subject to subject, race to race his coolness belies the
tangential state of topics….. Sex, Race, Gender, The wife, the mother-in-law, police and just about every subject is
covered that would offend the politically correct of this planet. After leaving school, Danny served HMS Excellent, Beales
the Butchers and a Unigate milkman, played drum's in various bands where he earned sod all. He then proceeded to
utilize that education by pursuing a career in stand-up comedy. Danny learnt his trade by fronting his world infamous act
“The Oddballs” well known for appearing totally naked apart from a couple of balloons and the odd sock. The hardest
thing was separating himself from the security blanket of The Oddballs, having an act behind him that he could call on if
it got tough out there.

"Danny - A brilliant Comedian
" Jim Davidson, Wimbledon Theatre.
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